Rejoice and be glad, for the Co-operative Commonwealth is at hand

Total Number of Sales for Week Ending November 4th, 1911
477,284
Total Edition Prined Last Week
545,000

TREMENDOUS SOCIALIST VICTORIES

Schneckey, N.Y., 70,000 Strong, Captured—Ohio Elects Many Mayors—Great Gains in the South—Victories in Every State of the Union

The Debs Mectinas Followed by Socialist Victories in Scores of Cases—Record Shows Their Value to the Propaganda

Meaning of the Victory

An Open Letter to Harry J. Bone

UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Capitalist Papers on the Result

Paring of the War

'To-day's History by Harry J. Bone'

A Life-Time Subscription

For $5.00 the Appeal will give you a full year's subscription to the paper. This is a little less than our average for the year, so you will save money by subscribing. The paper is the best that can be had for the price, and you will find it worth the subscription money. The Appeal is the only paper that will give you the best of the news, and the best of all, it is the only paper that will give you the best of the jokes. The Appeal is the best paper you can have, and you will find it worth the subscription money.
THE FARMER SLAVE

A report written by the author and published in the Kansas Farmers' Journal.

30 FARMER SLAVE

An article about the conditions of farm labor in Kansas, written by an advocate of labor rights.

SALVOS DE HIBERNIA

A segment discussing the Irish American community in Kansas.

APPEAL TO REASON, GARDEN, KANSAS

November 16, 1911
Clubs of four or more (40 weeks) $2.00
Threat to Murder Socialists!

The Los Angeles Times (1911-09-20) - Page 7

November 10, 1911

Weekly, 30 Cents Per Year.

Appeal to Reason, Liberal, Kansas.

Catholians Presume Appeal Expelled
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